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Introduction 

The papers in this panel try to make three larger points. They are 

as follows: First, the history of postcolonial urbanization 

lacks a necessaryself-criticalitywithout thinkingthrough the 

role of refugees in the process. As the cities began to represent 

thenew nation, much of our urban planning and governance 

became preoccupied with the settlement and distribution of 

refugees across the subcontinent, including in Pakistan and 

Bangladesh. Thanks to the excellentscholarship on how these 

cities and respective states have managed or not to rehabilitate 

the refugees, we can now ask another question, namely: how did 

the refugees contribute to the making of these cities and states. 

It is not a question of their self-organization but their 

organization of the outside world – what is their structural 

function in the larger scheme of urbanization. Our second 

point shouldexplain this further.Contrary to the popular 

perception of refugees as a drain on vital resources 

andcontinuous threat tourban order, we argue that the role 

of refugees isessential to a wide range of political economic 

developments that actually make up urbanization. These 

includecausingexpansion inpoor and middle class housing 

along withthe networks of petty trade and commerce, leading 

major shifts in land use and raising peripheral land prices as well 

asmaking available different networks oflabor and livelihood 

at different scales. I believe we are yet to sufficiently investigate 

the role of these factors in postcolonial urbanization, in terms 

of the city infrastructure and its habitus, and that is where we 

should be heading. Having achieved its eminence through 

scholarship on refugees and moving towards 

logisticalgovernmentality, I believe a conference of the 

Calcutta Research Group is the ideal place to submit such a 

proposition. The third point of the panel concerns something 

that isimplicit in the first paper and flagged in the second paper. 

It is a point I want to unpackmoreand underlinehere. 

When we begin to see the refugee as a postcolonial urban 

actor,it allows anew window on hindsight tothe partition, 

whichno longer appears a tragic and accidental event. On 

hindsight the partition acquires a definite purpose, a certain 

career and the contributions of a historical conjuncture, a 

macro agency. It unleashes a force of much longer duration 

than the event, whichspecifically works to arrangeand 

distribute masses, make and unmake spaces, arrest and create 

flows of assets and property, amendold rules and create new 



laws to regulate populations, in short,de and re-

territorializethe nation, albeiton a limited scale. At any rate 

the refugees are integralin many ways to the development 

ofseveralcities inthe subcontinent, including the capital 

cities.This is what my panel members have tried to establish.I will 

illustrate it further with the case of Dhaka. As we shall see, my 

case also reveals the current state of the partition refugees, a 

population bound in a camp like space where instead of a past 

event the partition continues to linger and decide the present. 

Itruns contraryto the narrative we know. The original 

refugees have been rehabilitated and absorbed by host 

societiesfollowing migration; the current state is result of new 

cycles of migration. Although correct in a strictly narrow 

sense, what this story misses out isabsolutely crucial: That there 

remains a larger necessity tomaintain a class of refugees and 

precarious migrants, to carry out the process we 

callurbanization. This needhas only intensified with 

theneoliberal shift to service sector,finance capital and real 

estate. We must then reconsider the partitionas a larger 

strategy, similar toa political primitive accumulation, where the 

function of refugees is to begin withlike a reserve army of labor.   

What follows will present the specific case of a significantly 

large refugee settlement – the GenevaCamp, located in an area 

called Mohammadpur in the west of Dhaka, where new suburbs 

started emerging around 2000 andundergoing rapid and large 

scale expansion from 2015. The paper has two sections. The first 

part gives a brief outline of the urban growth of Dhaka and 

theredevelopment of Mohammadpur in the Pakistan period to 

rehabilitate the partition refugees. The second part offers a 

detailed accountofthe Bihari Muslim population living in the 

Geneva Camp. We talk of their socialmarginalization, labor and 

livelihood, and a strategic sense of selfhood as part of their 

politics. To conclude we touch upon thelatest urban growth 

in this area shaped by contemporary capital, where the camp sits 

like an island of anachronism, an alien space in the heartof new 

Dhaka.  

 

Section 1: The growth of Dhaka and Mohammadpur 

* The river Buriganga is a minor trickle in the 2017 Land Use map 

of Dhaka. It is pushed so far below into the background of the 

current spread of Dhaka that we find very hard to imagine 

how the city beganfour hundred years ago*. It started with a 

thin line of settlements right next to the river, threading the 

north bank during the late Mughal period.The river was back 

then and in general rivers are central to life and transport in 

the wider region, being a delta. However,at least in the economic 

sense this significance isnow on a rapid decline, as mega bridges 

are being built across the major rivers like Yamuna, Buriganga 

and Padma. Large parts of these rivers are undergoing landfill 

and the Buriganga is no longer the most attractive part of the 



city. Back in the Mughal period, this is where Dhaka was, with 

much of itspublic life, urban characters and fancy mansions and 

palaces right next to river.  

Oursite, Mohammadpur, was a sparsely populated border of 

Mughal Dhaka. More of an outpost prone to flooding it had no 

significant habitation. Largely marshy and low land, lying very 

close to the river, it marked the city’s limit to the west, whose 

centre lay down in the south in localities like Gendaria and 

SadarGhaat, the bigterminus of river transport system, next to 

the AhsanManzilthat housedMughal royalty. The city gave up 

growing along the river and started spreading northward 

instead under the British rule, turning its back to the river, like 

in Delhi and Kolkata, moving to land locked areas and using 

surface transport more and more heavily. However,despite new 

roads coming up not too many settlements developed in 

colonial Dhaka. In contrast a large number of modern 

settlements, residential areas and important commercial 

localities like Motijheel came up in the early postcolonial period, 

under military rule in the Pakistan regime. Ayub Khan built the 

first embankment that started the transformation of the area 

called Mohammadpur. Under the likes of him, the Pakistan 

regimeset off a new spate of urbanization, mainly by claiming 

marshlands after stopping their inundation with concrete 

embankments. To this day it remains a major mode of Dhaka’s 

urbanization.  

The embankment helped to create new habitations for the Urdu-

speaking partition refugees from India who were settled across 

localities stretching from Mohammadpur to Mirpur in the early 

1980s. Formerly inhabited by a few low-caste Hindus, the rebuilt 

area soon assumed a look familiar to middle class localities of 

the period, housing a population considered close to the rulers 

with some working in lower rank administrative positions. A 

new embankment was added to the area when another military 

figure, Ershad, came to power after the formation of 

Bangladesh. Ershadchecked the inundation further after a 

major flood in 1988, leading to more landfill and reclamation 

of land adding new neighborhoods to Mohammadpur. By the 

1990s, a set of new housing projects had taken off in Adabar in 

Mohammadpur, which became densely built up by the 2000. The 

locals still recall with a sense of wonder how rapidlythe place 

changed. It was a small settlement and a quaint picnic spot 

until1980, where one took a boat to visit the old Saatmasjid in 

Adabar or nearby villages in Bosila. By 2000, there were identical 

rows of multistoried housing societies connected to new 

arterialmetal roads and axial bridges. Mohammadpur 

hadcaught up with the city. No more a border it was a 

newsuburb of Dhaka. 

* As the geography of the area kept changing, so did the local 

demography. By 2005 Mohammadpur had become the housing 

address of a rather large and mixed population, including 

students, lower and middle class families, young urban 



professionals, and many who were daily migrating from 

districts and distant towns to try their luck in Dhaka. They 

had no organic connection with the area but found it cheaper 

than up-market localities like Gulshan or Basundhara. 

Mohammadpur was not too far from commercial areas like 

Motijheelwhere most offices are located, and very close tonew 

administrative centers like Sher e Bangla Nagar and the 

parliament. By the time the Japan City mega housing project was 

completed in 2010, the older population was more or less 

gone.*In particular, the Urdu speaking Bihari Muslim refugees 

who built the area and populated it in the Pakistan period were 

almost entirely erased from the locality. Many of them had 

migrated, some died in the 1971 warand subsequent massacres. The 

surviving lot, more than two million, continues to live in 

campsfor ‘Stranded Pakistanis’ spreadacross Bangladesh. The 

Geneva camp is the largest of them,located right next to 

Adabar.  

 

Section 2: The Geneva Camp 

* It does not feel like 2017 inside the camp: a certain look and a 

certain pace of life characterizes the camp that feels closer to 

2000 or even the 1990s; you still find audio cassettes of qawaali 

and religious sermons sold next to shops of some of the best 

kebabs in the city and a big outdoor vegetable and fish market 

the like of which is nowrare in Dhaka. My fieldwork in this camp 

stretches over the past decade, and mainly consists of long 

interviews and several rounds of ethnography, sometimes 

tracking the same family and individuals across years. As noted 

before, the entire neighborhood has changed in spectacular 

ways that disorient me. But the only visible change in the camp is 

the precarious vertical extension of two or three stories on 

the narrow tenement structure erected back in the 1970s. I had 

started with looking at issues of citizenship and voting rights 

in the camp, raised by a youth organization in the early 2000, 

whose demands have sincehadlimited success. My work then 

moved towards looking at members of the older generation 

who did not want citizenship, among other reasons because 

they had access to illegal routes of seasonally migrating and 

working in other countries. A few believed after all these years 

they will be taken back to Pakistan while others had no hopes 

from the state. As I shifted to the available forms of livelihood 

and labor among them I became interested in the community and 

local resource networks that sustain them. In the process, I 

found several layers of politics involved in the interaction 

with the local state that are not uncommon to the urban 

poor context. What I found unique in their location as a 

refugee underclass within this wider body of poor is however 

their political subjectivity, especially their practice of keeping 

identity and selfhood open to a strategic flexibility.In the past 

two years, I havetried to explore its relation with the rapidly 

changing neighborhoods and transformations in the wider 



region, trying to understand the isolation of the camp in the 

middle of it all.   

To be sure, this population carries the burden of multiple stigmas 

that cancel their claim to the community once decided on 

religious basis. Though Muslims, they are ‘Bihari’, in a sense where 

the term signals the stereotype of a sub-continental underclass, 

presumed to be crass and uneducated. They are also known to be 

Urdu-speakers. Even if the current generations use only Bangla, 

they are denied the recognition of beingBangali, and treated as 

excluded others. Finally, because they were majorly employed by 

the Pakistani regime and many supported the Rajakars, they are 

seen as traitors to Bangladesh, never deserving of trust, and 

secretly loyal to Pakistan.As the late historian PapiaGhosh 

could have told us, nothing could be more ironic. Before being 

forced to migrate from south Bihar, this population had 

resisted Jinnah’s plans and insisted on staying back in their 

ancestral land. True, many of them prospered in the Pakistan 

regime and their prosperity shaped the early residential stretch 

between Mirpur and Mohammadpur. All of it was lost however in 

course of the Bangladesh war.  

While some migrated and many died in the wake of Bangladesh, 

the survivors were rescued by the Red Cross and set up in camps 

like the Geneva Camp. Once owners of the neighborhood, they 

were now reduced to homelessness and destitution, stripped of 

dignity and power, caught in a permanent enclosure, what one 

may describe as ‘bare life’. Thirty years had passed when I met a 

number of young men from this population in the early 2000, 

bitter about their conditions and desperate to integrate, 

looking for support from civil society. Their biggest 

frustration was about employment opportunities. Despite many 

being graduates, the occupations available to them remain 

highly limited and mainly labor intensive. They find work as 

barbers and carpenters, mechanics and garage hands, drivers and 

rickshaw pullers, besides casual and construction labor on hire. 

A tiny section has now found jobs in the media. The largest 

segment ishowever highly skilled craftsmen – ansari weavers of 

benarasi. They run small-scale industries from their homes. Many 

tenements have weaving looms dug into a pit in the floor of 

individual homes as well as workshop spaces, where the karigars 
work around shifts. The demand and market for their products, 

I was told, used to be quite lucrative until the 1980s, when 

benarasi was the signature fabric of elite south Asian women. 

The demandsharply declined according to weavers from the 

1990sas the elite clientele increasingly shifted to shiffon. 

Regardless ofweaving skills, most of them are now reduced to 

karchupi work, which involves setting glitters and tinsels into 

designs on the shiffon produced in factories. With their falling 

incomes it is not surprising to see entire families working round 

the clock to make ends meet.  

Like slum settlements elsewhere, the Geneva Camp seems to enjoy a 

certain degree of patronage from local political leaders of 



different parties and periodic support and credit assistance 

from Islamic ngos. However, no party wants to extend them 

citizenship despite the significantly large number of potential 

voters. With the sole exception of Jamaat e Islami no other 

party has shown interest in engaging this population, which 

offers a favorable ground for militant recruits of 

fundamentalism. Certain individuals and families periodically rise 

to become mediators with the local state and international aid 

agencies, who thereafter move out of the camp to a new 

address. There are mainly two associations: the ‘Stranded 

Pakistani’ and that of the youths who seek Bangladeshi 

citizenship. Over the last decade the latter has made many 

efforts to draw public attention to their conditions through 

measures like newspaper reports, filing petitions, speaking at 

human rights seminars and producing documentaries on the 

camp. As their leader Khaled admitted, much of it seems now in 

vain. He is an articulate man who spoke with passion and 

optimism when I first met him in early 2000. Despite making a name 

for himself and speaking at forums abroad he appeared deeply 

pessimistic and a defeated person when I met himthis year. Khaled’s 

dejection showed me howsuch contexts pose formidable limits 

toliberal and progressive politics that assumes ignorance of the 

structural function of an arrangement. 

At the same time the Bihari has another register of political 

sensibility, which has no explicit discourse but can be 

understood from their strategies in social exchange. It is best 

to approach this politics from the gestures and practices 

organized around their identity–the question of who they are. 

In order to find jobs, friends and wider socialization, to begin 

with, they must not appear as ‘Biharis’ from camp, because it will 

invoke immediate distrust and hostile emotions. They must be 

also wary of presenting themselves simply as ‘Bangalis’ since 

longer interactions may lead to complications. They are from 

the camp after all, which many want to escape forever; the only 

society they have polices their entry from below. Stories of 

friendship and romance with thelocal population are not 

uncommon but instances of marriage and mixed families are very 

rare. Everyday interactions with them as domestic help or the 

greengrocer and local hawker does little to dispelthe almost 

racial contempt for Biharis thatis seen as natural and 

nationalistic by many among the Bangla speakers, including 

refugees from West Bengal. Unlike the Biharis, they are settled in 

better localities with business and well-paid jobs. Some have 

acquired the necessary cultural and social capital to joineven 

the upper middle class, professing progressive values. A successful 

businessmanfrom this segment, a refugee from Bardhaman 

currently settled in Gendaria, explained to me the difference. 

Unlike us, the Biharis arejanowar, animals thatwork hard like no 

human can, but whowill backstab you the moment you trust 

them.  

The elder brother of this gentleman is an eminent writer, 

literary critic and public intellectual. I have enjoyed his 



generous hospitality and spent many long hours listening to 

his memories that are so central to refugee subjectivity. Their 

family periodically visits Bardhaman and frequents Kolkata to 

keep old relations alive, to never forget who they are and 

where they come from. Indeed, much of our scholarship and 

thinking on refugees are anchored in this recovery of memory 

and selfhood that suffuse, say, the films of RitwikGhatak. Yet, 

what struck me in Geneva camp is the complete irrelevance of 

these questions. No elderly man was interested in recalling pre-

partition memories despite my repeated persistence, no youth 

seemed curious about where they come from and its implications 

for their selfhood. On the contrary most respondents were 

anxious to avoid such questions, dismissing them and 

distancing themselves from the past. The deeper reason for this, 

as far as I could see, is thatthey did not see any future for 

themselves as attached to this past. Bereft of past and future, 

there was only the sense of being trapped in a present where 

they survived only by being somebody else. 

The identities of most respondents came across as this strategic 

negotiation. They gave out slightly different names during 

different conversations; they avoided specific references to 

family and backgrounds; they offered schematic versions of 

living conditions that seemed tailored to the format of 

standard surveys. The most important categories in these 

surveys were however negotiable and flexible on the ground. 

One could procure the certificate of being a ‘stranded Pakistani’ 

and other documents necessary to access basic facilities of 

water and electricity against fixed sums of money. Likewise, with 

good connections and bribes one could change one’s address in 

these documents to locations outside the camp, and if possible, 

change one’s identity as a Bihari. But such windows were rare. 

Instead of providing an anchor theirselfhood was like 

deadweight, without any value and imbued with a sense of 

waste. Identities only became useful when they could pass 

themselves off as locals, not only in Dhaka and Bangladesh but 

also the different cities and countries where they illegally 

migrated for seasonal work. Identities then became a string of 

local aliases that need juggling according to shifting 

contexts. They must learn to blend into every urban recess, the 

self always adapting to make a living. That is why it becomes 

necessary to inhabit a kind of self-alienation, which makes 

possible the strategies of flexible identities, absent frompolitical 

discourse.  

It is difficult to tell if this flexibility will be able to adapt to 

the self-enterprise and affective labor of the economies growing 

in the area. Ten minutes walk from the camp and we come out of 

the 1990s bubble into the bigger one of 21st century Dhaka. The 

new expansion is leaving Mohammadpur behindand creating new 

suburbs like Bosila further to the west. This is how Dhaka is 

growing of late, cutting across the river, acquiring farmlands 

for real estate and filling up water-bodies and riverbeds. The 

process is partly similar to how Mohammadpur came up in 2000. 



But now it involves large-scale acquisition of farmlands, where 

cultivation has taken place even this year but for the last time. 

The landscape is changingwith roads under construction and 

neighborhoods offering apartments on low rents, drawing in 

new migrants. The surviving farmlands are signposted with the 

sales pitch of new towns andapartments on easy loans:ageyjomi 
pore taka, barihobenotun Dhaka. How long must this 

notunDhaka endure the camp? For a long time if our argument 

holds. It is the city’s own purgatory,the exile inside the state. 

 

 

 


